Scaffold attachment of DNA loops in metaphase chromosomes.
We have examined the higher-order loop organization of DNA in interphase nuclei and metaphase chromosomes from Drosophila Kc cells, and we detect no changes in the distribution of scaffold-attached regions (SARs) between these two phases of the cell cycle. The SARs, previously defined from experiments with interphase nuclei, not only are bound to the metaphase scaffold when endogenous DNA is probed but also rebind specifically to metaphase scaffolds when added exogenously as cloned, end-labeled fragments. Since metaphase scaffolds have a simpler protein pattern than interphase nuclear scaffolds, and both have a similar binding capacity, it appears that the population of proteins required for the specific scaffold-DNA interaction is limited to those found in metaphase scaffolds. Surprisingly, metaphase scaffolds isolated from Drosophila Kc cells contain both the lamin protein and a pore-complex protein, glycoprotein (gp) 188. To study whether lamin contributes to the SAR-scaffold interaction, we have carried out comparative binding studies with scaffolds from HeLa metaphase chromosomes, which are free of lamina, and from HeLa interphase nuclei. All Drosophila SAR fragments tested bind with excellent specificity to HeLa interphase scaffolds, whereas a subset of them bind to HeLa metaphase scaffolds. The maintenance of the scaffold-DNA interaction in metaphase indicates that lamin proteins are not involved in the attachment site for at least a subset of Drosophila SARs. This evolutionary and cell-cycle conservation of scaffold binding sites is consistent with a fundamental role for these fragments in the organization of the genome into looped domains.